OFFICIAL CORPORATE HOSPITALITY
NOTRE DAME V NAVY 2020

AMERICAN COLLEGE FOOTBALL WILL RETURN TO DUBLIN IN 2020
THE PERFECT WAY TO BUILD AND DEVELOP BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN IRELAND AND AMERICA
THE GAME

2020 will see one of college football’s oldest rivalries, Navy and Notre Dame, touch down in Dublin, Ireland when American Football returns to the Aviva stadium in August 2020. The game, which will kick off the 2020/2021 College Football season, will see Navy and Notre Dame battle it out on Irish soil for the third time in 24 years.

In 2012 the Notre Dame Fighting Irish dominated the game and scored early and often against the Navy Midshipmen leading to a score of 50-10 in the final quarter. Tickets in 2012 sold out in less than 2 hours with over 35,000 Americans travelling to Dublin for the game.

Will you be there to watch as this momentous battle continues in 2020?

It is expected that once again tens of thousands will travel from the US and Europe to take in the full College Football event experience. This is an opportunity to entertain guests at a very unique and thrilling occasion.
NEW! BBQ TAILGATE, FIRE STEAKHOUSE AND BAR

Enjoy a pre-game BBQ Tailgate in FIRE Steakhouse and Bar, purpose built in 1891 as the Lord Mayors Supper Room which is now a commercial Restaurant. The building itself remains in the care of the state and the Lord Mayor is still in residence in the Mansion House who often comes to dine in ‘The Supper Room’. The Lord Mayors Garden provides a perfect backdrop to the terrace for a an outdoor cookout tailgate experience not to miss!

Your official hospitality package includes:

- **Premium Game Seating** located on level 3 of the stadium
- **BBQ with Outdoor Cook Stations**
- **Grazing stations** to include build your own burger station, buffalo wings, corn dogs etc.
- **Seafood Stations** to include Oysters and fresh Seafood from Irish waters
- **Game Day Entertainment**
- **Complimentary Pre-Game Drinks Package** to include Beer, Wine, & Soft Drinks
- **Meet & Greet Welcome and customer care service**
- **A commemorative official gameday programme**
- **VIP guest wallet & invitation**
- **Attentive, personal service from your dedicated hosting staff**

**Package price €495 pp + VAT**

- Located 1.7 miles from Aviva Stadium which is a 10-minute drive or 30-minute walk. Game Kick-off time has been confirmed for 7:00 pm
- Premium level seating offers padded seats, lounge facilities, with easy access to food and beverage concessions. Food and Beverage can be consumed at your seat
- Premium level seats are only available via official hospitality or travel packages – all in-house stadium hospitality packages are now sold out
NEW! THE 1927 CLUB

Honouring the tradition of the longest, uninterrupted rivalry in College Football between the Navy Midship and the Notre Dame Fighting Irish. Join us in the 1927 Club for your pre and post-game hospitality experience. Located in Wanderers Rugby Club and boasting panoramic views of the team entrance to the Aviva Stadium. Private tables can be reserved for groups of 12, with smaller bookings being catered for on a shared table basis.

The game tickets for the 1927 Club are located in premium level in Blocks 310 and 311.

Your official hospitality package includes:

- Early admission to the 1927 Club VIP corporate hospitality
- **Premium game seating** located on Level 3
- Meet and greet welcome and customer care service
- **Three-course seated dinner**
- **Complimentary Bar**, which includes superior wines, beers and soft drinks - 2 hours **pre-game** and up to one-hour **post-game**
- **Post-game snacks**
- A commemorative **game day programme**
- VIP guest wallet & invitation
- Attentive, personal service from your **dedicated hosting staff**

**Package price €550 pp + VAT**
LEGENDS IN THE DOME

Join us in the heart of Dublin City Centre for an exclusive pre-game experience in one of Ireland’s most historic buildings, The Round Room. In 1919 the first Dáil Éireann (Irish Parliament) met under the spectacular circular domed roof of the Round Room (built in 1821) to proclaim the Irish Declaration of Independence, steeped in tradition and situated next door to the Mansion House, the official residence of the Lord Mayor of Dublin since 1715.

Premium Game tickets are included in your exclusive package and located on level 3, Blocks 313 – 315.

Legends in the Dome will be open from 1:30 pm – 6:00 pm.

Your official hospitality package includes:

- **Premium game seating** located on Level 3 of the Aviva Stadium
- Meet and greet welcome and customer care service
- Grazing stations to include **build your own burgers, wings, salad bar, ice cream, popcorn and snacks**
- **Complimentary pre-game Bar** to include include superior wines, beers and soft drinks
- **Traditional live Irish Music**
- In conversation interview with Fighting Back, American Hero Rocky Bleier and guests
- Large Screen, live viewing of ESPN GameDay from 4pm – 5pm
- A commemorative official **game day programme**
- **VIP guest wallet & invitation**
- Attentive, personal service from your **dedicated hosting staff**

**Package price €495 pp + VAT**
OFFICIAL CORPORATE HOSPITALITY

There are a number of options available for client entertaining from private boxes to individual tables within the ultimate tailgate suite. These hospitality packages are the only official packages of The Aer Lingus College Football Classic. Corporate.ie are the official corporate hospitality partners to the event and can guarantee match tickets grouped together to maximise the overall event experiences.

CORPORATE BOXES

Make your College Football experience unforgettable in your own private box, with an unrivalled view of the action and high quality dining. A corporate box is the ultimate private in-stadium hospitality experience.

Private Boxes are available for 12, 24 or 50 guests all located along the sides of the pitch on the East and West Stands.

- Early admission to the VIP corporate hospitality inside the Aviva Stadium
- Exclusive access to private glass fronted boxes overlooking the pitch
- Premium padded seating located directly outside your box. Corporate.ie operate a first come policy on box location, East Stand (Navy) and West Stand (Notre Dame)
- All Day Gourmet Grazing Menus and Post Match Snacks
- Complimentary Bar which includes superior wines, beers and soft drinks throughout the day and up to one hour post-game
- TV viewing and match highlights replay
- A commemorative match day programme
- VIP guest wallet & invitation
- Attentive, personal service from your dedicated hosting staff
- An option to brand and personalise the interior of your private suite (additional cost)
- Preference rate for stadium and programme advertising.

Package price €795 pp + VAT
The Lansdowne Suite

Located on the 40-50 yard line of the East Stand, The Lansdowne Suite is the optimum location for football fanatics to be in the heart of the action, with all the comforts of hospitality. Tables of 10 apply, smaller groups will be accommodated on shared tables.

Your package includes:

- Early admission to the VIP corporate hospitality inside the Aviva Stadium
- Your own exclusive access and reserved table for the day on the executive level of the Aviva Stadium
- Reserved premium padded seating allocated in guaranteed groups and directly outside the suite
- Meet and greet welcome and customer care service
- All Day Gourmet Grazing and Post Match Snacks
- Complimentary Bar which includes superior wines, beers and soft drinks throughout the day and up to one hour post-game
- TV viewing and match highlights replay
- A commemorative match day programme
- VIP guest wallet & invitation
- Attentive, personal service from your dedicated hosting staff

Package price €750 pp + VAT

The Committee Suite

SOLD OUT

The President Suite

SOLD OUT
The Ultimate Tailgate Suite

Experience the excitement and unique buzz of College Football atmosphere in an environment specifically created to maximise energy and guest interaction before, during and after the match. You and your guests will be treated to a variety of sophisticated and specially created dishes. The Tailgate Suite (the Havelock) is located on level 4 (executive level), the area is glass fronted and boasts panoramic views of the pitch, the stadium and of Lansdowne Road. This facility is located behind the south goal and reserved padded match seats are located directly outside the suite. The Suite has a capacity of 636 but splits into three rooms connected by a number of semi-private window bays. Tables of 8, 10 and 18 apply. Smaller groups are required to share a table.

Your package includes:

• Early admission to the VIP corporate hospitality inside the Aviva Stadium
• Your own exclusive access and reserved table for the day on the executive level of the Aviva Stadium
• Reserved premium padded seating allocated in guaranteed groups and directly outside the suite
• Meet and greet welcome and customer care service
• All Day Gourmet Grazing Menus and Post Match Snacks
• Complimentary bar which includes superior wines, beers and soft drinks throughout the day and up to one hour post-game
• TV viewing and match highlights replay
• A commemorative match day programme
• VIP guest wallet & invitation
• Attentive, personal service from your dedicated hosting staff

Package price €650 pp + VAT

Tailor-made Corporate Hospitality Private Event Space

For the ultimate networking opportunity contact the team at Corporate.ie directly to discuss your requirements. The Aviva Stadium can accommodate private event space with adjacent seating and catering for groups of 60, 80 or 300 guests.
Fighting Irish Hospitality Suite

Join fellow Notre Dame fans before, during and after the game to make the most out of your gameday experience while in Dublin. The Fighting Irish Hospitality Suite is located on level 2 in the south stand of the stadium, although considered blind dining, the suite also has glass fronted windows that overlook Lansdowne Road. The space contains the central Suite and an East and West Wing. Premium game viewing can be accessed on Level 3 Tables of 10 apply, smaller groups will be accommodated on shared tables.

Your package includes:

• Early admission to the VIP corporate hospitality inside the Aviva Stadium
• Your own exclusive access and reserved table for the day on level 2 of the Aviva Stadium
• **Premium game seating** located on Level 3
• Meet and greet welcome and customer care service
• **All Day Gourmet Grazing**
• **Complimentary Bar** which includes superior wines, beers and soft drinks **throughout the day** and up to one hour **post-game**
• TV viewing and match highlights replay
• A commemorative **match day programme**
• VIP guest wallet & invitation
• Attentive, personal service from your **dedicated hosting staff**

Package price €550 pp + VAT
BOOKING & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Contact:
Nicola Carrick
3rd Floor Dawson House
29 Dawson Street
Dublin 2
Ireland

Landline: +353 (0) 1 2530840
Mobile: +353 (0) 87 1948822
Email: hospitality@corporate.ie
Website: CollegeFootballIreland.com
TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CORPORATE HOSPITALITY BOOKINGS

1. BOOKING
A. Corporate.ie considers acceptance of bookings for a client (which term includes all members of a party for a client) for an event when an official Booking Form, Letter, Email or other written communication accompanied or followed by a 25% booking deposit is received by Corporate.ie to secure the hospitality booking. An invoice will be issued, and the balance is payable to Corporate.ie on or before Friday 31st January 2020. No tickets or packages will be made available until the invoice(s) is discharged in full. If these terms are not met, Corporate.ie may rescind immediately and without notice, and reallocate all confirmed bookings. Deposits paid are not refundable.

B. Although Corporate.ie will use its best endeavours, it shall not be obliged to ensure that a ten-day notice of proposed cancellation will first issue to the client. In the event of cancellation, the client may be liable for cancellation charges as hereinafter set out.

C. The client agrees that they will not promote, advertise or sell the game as a third-party agent to individual clients. Suite occupant must be named on the booking form as the end user.

D. The client agrees to ensure that individual clients will also be subject to Terms and Conditions pertaining to the sale and advertisement of the Game.

E. Deposit will automatically be forfeited should Terms and Conditions be breached.

2. CANCELLATIONS
A. Any client intending to cancel must notify Corporate.ie in writing immediately. Cancellations before Friday 31st January 2020 will forfeit the 25% booking deposit. Cancellations after the 31st January 2020 will be liable to pay the full balance.

B. Should the event, the subject of the booking be cancelled due to circumstances beyond the control of Corporate.ie, the client will not be entitled any compensation or damages. Corporate.ie will endeavour to arrange a suitable alternative, or a rescheduling of the event. If neither can be arranged to the satisfaction of Corporate.ie, a refund will be paid less an administrative charge of ten per cent of the contract price.

3. ALTERATIONS TO EVENTS
A. Every reasonable effort will be made to provide the event as advertised to the client, but Corporate.ie reserves the right to make any alterations to event arrangements, including changes in time, date and venue, modifications in programmes or provision of alternative transport and facilities, deemed necessary.

B. Corporate.ie may impose additional charges over the Contract price payable by the client prior to the event as a result of adverse fluctuation in exchange rates or increases in the cost of travel, fuel or accommodation or other expenses being incurred in connection with the event which said cost increases will be set out in the final invoice payable within fourteen days of receipt by the client provided always that such increases do not exceed ten per cent (10%) of the event price.

4. EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY
A. Corporate.ie is not responsible for loss, damage or injury to any person or to their property as all clients attend events organised by Corporate.ie at their own risk.

B. Corporate.ie accepts no responsibility for circumstances beyond its control including force majeure, terrorist activities, weather conditions, fire or for the early or late opening or closure of any Event or on respect of any break down or non supply of transport other than such matters as are directly under the control of Corporate.ie.

C. Corporate.ie shall not be obliged in the case of cancellation or postponement of any Corporate Hospitality activity to provide a refund of monies paid by any client.

D. The client is responsible for all damages caused by any member of the client party and Corporate.ie reserves the right to require immediately any person whose behaviour is, in the sole opinion of Corporate.ie, likely to cause inconvenience, nuisance, difficulty to other clients and or their guests to leave immediately the premises in which the Event is taking place on demand and the client shall co-operate to procure compliance with such a requirement and in such eventualty no refund shall be made from Corporate.ie to the client.

E. Corporate.ie takes every care to ensure that the descriptions of events are accurate but recognises that errors do sometimes occur and that amenities may be modified or withdrawn. Corporate.ie has no responsibility for any such errors or modifications

5. COMPLAINTS AND DISPUTES
In the event of dissatisfaction or complaint, the client is required to notify Corporate.ie in writing within seven days of the occurrence giving rise to such dissatisfaction or complaint. Corporate.ie shall endeavour to deal with the cause of such dissatisfaction or complaint to the satisfaction of the client. In the event of the matter not being settled to the satisfaction of the client both Corporate.ie and the client agree that the cause of the complaint shall be referred to an independent Arbitrator for adjudication appointed by the President at the time being of the Incorporated Law Society of Ireland who shall act as an Expert and not as an Arbitrator under the Arbitration Act and whose decision including a decision on his costs and including the costs of the Arbitrator and will be final and binding on the parties.

6. GENERAL
These terms and conditions are governed by the law of Republic of Ireland and nothing in these terms and conditions shall be deemed to deprive the client (where the client is a consumer) of rights which the client may enjoy as a consumer under the provisions of the Sale of Goods and Supply of Services Act or any Statutory Modification thereof.